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RMT Robotics to Showcase ADAM™ Autonomous Mobile Robots at LogiMAT 2012
Featuring robot-assisted lean manufacturing demonstrations in hall 3 booth #151
Grimsby, Ontario, Canada (Feb. 14, 2012) –RMT Robotics® (www.rmtrobotics.com), a Cimcorp Oy
company and the manufacturer and integrator of ADAM™ autonomous mobile robots
(www.adamrobot.com), will showcase the latest in ADAM™ lean manufacturing applications in Hall 3
Booth #151 at LogiMAT 2012 in Stuttgart, Germany, March 13-15.
RMT and Eepos Nord, European sales representatives for ADAM, will display two ADAM mobile robots
operating live in the booth and moving safely, confidently and freely throughout the space without the use
of wires, magnetic tape, RFID or reflective targets, easily avoiding obstacles along the way. Each ADAM
unit will demonstrate a unique lean manufacturing application including:
•
•

Connecting People with Mobile Robots: One ADAM will feature a kitting fixture to demonstrate
its ability to perform autonomous transport of work-in-process materials between kitting, storage
and manual assembly operations.
Connecting Islands of Automation with Mobile Robots: One ADAM will feature a conveyor
top demonstrating its ability to automatically transfer materials to and from fully mechanized
production machinery.

“As the largest annual intralogistics exhibition in Europe, LogiMAT is the ideal venue to showcase how
the ADAM solution can improve efficiencies and enable lean manufacturing practices,” said Bill Torrens,
director of sales and marketing, RMT Robotics. “We are thrilled to share the ADAM solution with this
global network of distribution and manufacturing clients.”
To download an image of ADAM, please click here:
http://koroberi.com/images/rmt/ADAM_Mobile_Robot2.jpg
For more information, please contact Lori Vaughan, marketing coordinator, RMT Robotics, at
lorivaughan@rmtrobotics.com.
For media information, please contact Sarah Murphy, public relations, Koroberi, Inc.
(www.koroberi.com), by phone at 919-960-9794 or by email sarah@koroberi.com.
About RMT Robotics
RMT Robotics (www.rmtrobotics.com), a Cimcorp Oy Company, is a global company that manufactures
and integrates turnkey robotic gantry-based order fulfillment and tire handling solutions designed to
reduce operating costs and streamline operations.
To extend the flexibility of robotics beyond a fixed workspace, RMT Robotics also manufacturers and
integrates ADAM™, the category-defining intelligent mobile robot. The ADAM system redefines the
purpose and function of industrial AGVs by performing intelligent robotic transport of materials in
complex, random origin to random destination industrial environments.

Since 1981, RMT Robotics has been recognized around the globe as an innovator in robotics materials
handling. RMT helps our customers compete in an increasingly aggressive and price-sensitive global
marketplace by providing best-in-class robotic handling solutions.

